
Over the years diamond core drills have become a necessity to just about every 
trade linked to the construction industry.
Dry use core drills are primarily designed for drilling into general house building 
materials such as soft facing stone, sandstone, brick and block. Dry core drills 
are designed to be used with hammer or percussion actions turned off and only 
rotary action applied. The minimum power requirement for dry core drilling should 
be 850w and for your safety we highly recommend the use of a machine with 
a slipping clutch. For horizontal drilling a minimal amount of pressure should be 
applied thus allowing the segments to mill away at the material. For vertical drilling 
the weight of the machine should suffice.
NB: Dry core drills mill away at the material they don’t drill!
As a basic rule of thumb the larger the diameter of the core drill the slower the 
rotational speed.

Insert the adaptor to give a
½" BSP male fitment**

Align A-Taper with a 
predetermined marker point

Recommence drilling in the 
existing groove

Unscrew the core drill from 
adaptor, then remove adaptor 
from chuck*

Insert the A-Taper drill bit into 
the adaptor

Once the segments have 
grooved to a depth of 10mm 
remove the core drill from 
the cut

On penetration of first course 
remove core drill from the cut*

Insert the extension bar into 
the drill chuck*

Screw the core drill onto the 
adaptor

Insert the drift key into the 
adaptor and remove the pilot 
drill

Remove the core from inside of 
the core drill*

Re-attach the core drill onto the 
extension bar*

Continue drilling using the first 
course hole as a guide*

A guide to core drilling

Top Tip: Using solid barrel core drills with dust 
extraction can increase drilling speed by up to 300%.

Core drilling step by step

DRY CORE DRILLS
MEXCO CUTTING & DRILLING TOOLS

* Not applicable to 400mm length core drills.
** Adaptor required may vary depending on machine being used.
 Consult your manufacturers handbook for advice.
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